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Designed just for the campsite, this cookbook features more than 100 recipes that can be prepared

six different ways â€“ in a pie iron, wrapped in foil, on a stick, on the grill, in a Dutch oven or in a

skillet. With everything from Barbecue Chicken Pies to Sailor S'mores, this book will make you a hit

in the wilderness, no matter what your preferred camping cooking method may be.
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I use to go camping with a large group with fancy motor homes and everything including the kitchen

sink. We had meals together potluck style. Fancy meals. Those days are gone for me. Now it's just

me and my dog in a tent. And I love these easy recipes. I do not want to spend a lot of time cooking

and cleaning up. This is a great cookbook, I am glad I ordered it. I felt kinda brain dead about food

for camping and this book got me feeling happy about cooking outside again.

Wow, after reading all the positive reviews, I was sorely disappointed when I received this book.

What it considers "recipes" are not quite what I consider recipes: Grilled cheese sandwiches call for

white bread, butter, American cheese. Really? Who needs a recipe for that?? And Kayak Tuna Mac:

boxed mac & cheese, can of tuna, can of peas. Again, not really what I'd call a recipe. Many more

like that.This would be a great book if you are cooking for young children. The recipes are few

ingredients, easy to put together, easy to cook and no strange, exotic or challenging ingredients. But

the food here is way too basic for most adult tastes and even the teenagers in my family would find

this food too simplistic. One reviewer referred to a recipe as "gourmet". Not even close!My other



complaint is that it uses a lot of processed foods: mac & cheese mix, biscuits in a tube, dry ranch

dressing salad mix, canned soup, Cheez Whiz, Spam. I don't eat this way at home, why would I eat

this way when I'm camping?So unless you are a true novice at camp cooking or are feeding kids

under the age of 10, don't bother. I couldn't even give my copy away to my other friends who camp.

Cute book...getting ready to go camping with my two Golden Retrievers in Lancaster PA and love all

the yummy recipes this book has to offer, looking forward to "living off the land" well....almost!

I bought another campfire cookbook with this one but this one was by far my favorite! It has many

simple tasty recipes which can be done with easily found ingredients. My eight year old son and his

friend easily prepared the chili cheese fries which turned out very well. I tried other recipes using

foil, a pie iron, and sticks and all were very good and easily done. I've been outdoors all my life

hunting, fishing, camping, Royal Ranger Commander, and over 12 years in the Army so I have

some experience but I believe the book to be written for anyone. I RARELY leave reviews but I

believe this product warrants my time. Bon appetit!

This is a GREAT LITTLE RECIPE BOOK, full of great campfire and family outing recipes that are

fun to try and easy to use. I ordered several for Christmas gifts. There are recipes in here you'll

probably remember from your childhood and "simpler times". A friend showed me her book and I

knew right away that my family would love to have this little book to use and enjoy with their

families.I love to buy books through  because, not only can I FIND them, but I can check to see if

they are available at reduced prices from vendors who have used or overstock quanities. THANK

YOU  for helping us find what we're looking for at prices we can afford!!

We love to go camping and have several outdoor cookbooks. This may become one of our

favorites. It has several easy receipes that reminds me of my boy scout days. It also has many

different cooking methods with easy meals.

I loved using this book while camping with the grandkids! My husband and I have cooked over

campfires for years. Yes, this book is simplistic and that makes it a GREAT introduction to outdoor

cooking. But, for us old timers, it's also a new look at things, and enjoyable food that the older kids

can fix for us! Add it to your camping library!



This has very good recipes for camping. My cousin bought it for me so i purchased for my uncle

who wanted it also. I've tried several recipes out of this book at the river. You won't regret buying it.
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